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Moors, Dales and Edges 
This circular six day walk is a kaleidoscope of scenery, terrain and mood, taking in some of the very 

best of the Peak District – and England   Just fantastic. 

 

If starting in Winster this walk takes you across the gentle limestone area of the "White Peak" 

with its many small villages, limestone walled fields and deep cut limestone dales before 

sweeping into the broad Derwent valley and up onto the spectacular grit-stone edges with 

their commanding views of the valleys.  From there climb up to the high and wilder heather 

clad moors of the "Dark Peak” to feel a great sense of openness.  Finally you return to the 

gentler limestone country and the start of your walk.   

The walk can also be split into three, four or five day walks – contact us for further details 

 

Key Facts 

Grade     Moderate to hard  

Distance  68 Miles Longest day - 15 Miles (can be shortened). Total ascent:  10 500 feet 

Season All Year April to September recommended  

Nights 7 You can start on any day of the week  

Start Various  You can start  (and finish) this walking tour from Baslow, Monyash or Winster 

depending on the availability of accommodation.   

Finish As start 
 

Price  £450 Price based on 2 sharing, single supplement £25-£30 per night. 

 

.Day 1  

Arrive in Winster, a beautiful Derbyshire village with a preserved medieval market hall, to 

spend the night in a coaching inn or delightful B&B.. 

 

Day 2 - 10 Miles  

A day to see many of the locations from the latest "Pride & Prejudice" film. Leaving the village you 

cross Wensleydale, with a real chance of seeing wild deer, to then cross Stanton Moor with its 

tower and the famous "9 Ladies" stone circle. You then drop into the bottom of the Wye valley 

with views of Haddon Hall, through the village of Rowsley and up into the high Calton pastures. 

Passing the "Russian" house, you descend to the beautiful Chatsworth village of Edensor. From 

here you pass in front of the glorious Chatsworth House, with chances of seeing the estate deer, 

to follow a delightful stretch of the river Derwent to pass one of the few thatched cottages in 

Derbyshire for your evening’s rest in the village of Baslow. 
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Day 3 - 11 Miles   

From Baslow you climb easily to "Wellington's Monument" and the curious Eagle Stone to spend 

a day on the dramatic edges of the eastern peak. Easy level walking takes you along the top of 

the gritstone crags of Baslow, Curbar and Froggatt Edges to arrive for lunch at a pub high on the 

moors. From here you pass through the National Trust estate of Longshaw with breath-taking  

views to the north and west, before an easy stroll along an ancient green drive in the magical 

Burbage valley. At the top of the valley you pass behind a stone age fort and settlement to drop 

gently across moors and quiet woodlands to the end of the walk and home village of "Little John", 

Hathersage. 

 

Day 4 - 15 Miles  

From Hathersage you climb easily passing the historic "North Lees Hall" to the famous climbing 

grounds of Stanage Edge. Walking the length of this on easy level paths, you then cross the wild 

Derwent moors, passing strangely eroded natural rock sculptures to descend in to the pastoral 

idyll of the Derwent valley. The magnificent "Derwent Dam", used by RAF 617 Squadron for 

practise before their famous "Dam Busters" raid, is a good lunch spot before the short climb 

through well managed pinewoods and descent  into the Woodlands valley. From here you follow 

in the footsteps of Roman legions on a long but gentle climb onto a wide ridge with fantastic 

views of Edale and Kinder Scout, to descend and finish in Hope. A shorter alternative route (6½ 

Miles) is available for this day, visiting the village of Bamford and climbing the spectacular but 

easy peak of "Win Hill" for amazing views over the northern moors 

Day 5 - 10 Miles  

Leaving Hope, you walk along level fields to Castleton, with its famous show caves and 

overlooked by the 11th century castle built by William Peveril, illegitimate son of William the 

Conqueror and a Sheriff of Nottingham. A hidden gateway takes you out of the village into the 

impressive Cave Dale leading you easily over the wild "Old Moor", with its many signs of ancient 

lead mining and fantastic far reaching views. After passing through the hamlet of Peak Forest, 

once the King’s administrative centre of the area, quiet dales lead you through a nature reserve. 

Easy ancient track-ways then bring you to the walk’s end in the village of Tideswell, once part of 

Peveril’s estate, and the “Cathedral of the Peak".  

Day 6 - 10 Miles   

Depart Tideswell to follow the synonymous picturesque dale and on to the limestone gorged 

grandeur of the River Wye. On easy level riverside paths and converted railway pass through 

Millers Dale and the magically named Water-cum-Jolly. From here a steep, but short, climb leads 

to the spectacular Monsal Head with its famous views of the old railway viaduct arching across 

the valley below. After lunch, descend back into the valley on a gentle track and through wide 

pastures below the Stone Age settlement of "Fin Cop". You then walk up the gentle, not often 
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visited, Deep Dale to cross fields to finish the walk in the chocolate box village of Monyash with its 

beautiful village green, mere, church and tearoom.  

Day 7 - 12 Miles  

Leave the delights of Monyash to follow the beautiful and  deservedly popular Lathkill Dale with 

its  nature reserves, winding river and opportunities to spot wildlife - on quiet days you may even 

see the elusive kingfisher in the lower stretches of the dale. There is also an opportunity to safely 

and easily descend an old mineshaft and see another river running 50 feet below the surface. 

Then along gentle Bradford dale, with an optional visit to Youlgreave for lunch or to look at its 

church brasses. Then the walk changes mood as it takes you over Harthill Moor and on one of 

the most ancient thoroughfares in the Peak, passing a stone circle, the "Mock Beggars Hall" of 

Robin Hoods Stride and a medieval hermits cave with its crucifix carved in the bed rock.  A final 

short climb and easy stroll through woods and fields leads to Winster, a beautiful village built on 

the side of a hill.  

 


